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Band: Mach22 (USA) 

Genre: Hard Rock 

Label: Home-Production 

Albumtitle: Sweet Talk Intervention 

Duration: 39:09 

Releasedate: 06.05.2014 

 

If riff god Slash from Guns'n'Roses himself labels a band the "Grand Prize Winner in Guitar Center's Onstage with 

Slash Contest", you can expect a whole lot. 

And exactly what's expected one gets delivered directly with the opener "Constant Denier" of the Mach22 debut 

album "Sweet Talk Intervention". 

After a short warm-up the song starts off with a riff, which couldn't be done better by "the roses". Who expects also 

a copy of Axl Rose on the mic, is mistaken, however. 

 

Mach22 are more than only a souless copy. Regarding the vocals the entire thing is more placed in the direction of 

bluesrock or even southern rock, which I like immediately with the rather forceful singing. 

The voice of Lamont Caldwell doesn't need to hide behind vocal artists as for example Johnny Van Zant and he got a 

lot of soul on the rougher vocal chords. 

On the guitar we have another offspring of a legend – 'cause Sebastian Laßar is no one less but the son of the 

Cinderella guitarist Jeff Laßar, who teached his alum everything personally. 

That's also pretty recognisable regarding the acoustic, as the crunchy riffing reminds constantly on each moment of 

the good old hardrock of the late 80ties/early 90ties. 

Through the whole album a pleasant midtempo stretches itself, which is rarely put to halt by the more quiet 

moments of the disc. 

 

The bass is played by Jason Gulino, who had with his band on top of 2011 already an album at the start and among 

others he also gathered experience with the Charm City Devils. The entire thing gets round off by The Euphorics six-

stringer Ted Merrill with the rhythm guitar and Damian MonteCarlo on the drumms, which cater for a fitting rhythm 

section. Thereby the necessary groove is ensured, although not every song invites directly to drink the night away. 

 

The album was produced by Jeff Laßar personally and mastered in New York by UE Nastasi (AC/DC, Led Zeppelin und 

The Ramones). 

Therefore there's almost nothing to nag about. Only a few songs don’t spark at the first go and don't stand out of the 

mass. 

But exceptions as the slightly balladic track "Stone Rose" or the funky tinted "Made to Love", which reminds a little 

bit of the good old "Extreme" make up for a great deal. 

Furthermore there's a song suitable for a party delivered with "Go Ahead" – my personal favorit - which surely will 

work live also pretty well. 

 

Conclusion: 

Who's looking for a current hard rock album of a young and fresh band for soothing the first warm days of the year, 

is pretty well served hereby. Mach22 offer a rather clear mix of Guns'n'Roses, Cinderella and so on and from time to 

time they slip in a bit of the spirit of Deep Purple, Extreme or similar bands. 

The disc delivered me fine entertainment and I had a whole lot of fun, although not everything was yet in the right 

place, but that's excusable for a debut. 

 

Rating: 7,5 /10 
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Recommendations: Constant Denier, Go Ahead and Stone Rose 

 

Weblink: http://www.mach22music.com ,  http://www.facebook.com/mach22  

 

LineUp: 

 

Lamont Caldwell - Vocals  

Sebastian LaBar - Lead Guitar/Vocals  

Ted Merrill - Rhythm Guitar/Vocals  

Jaron Gulino - Bass/Vocals  

Damian MonteCarlo - Drums 

 

Tracklist: 

 

01. Constant Denier 

02. Go Ahead 

03. Don't You Give Me 

04. I'm Just A Man 

05. Stone Rose 

06. Backslider 

07. Made To Love 

08. Radio 

09. One trick Pony 

10. Nevermind 

 

Author: Slaine/ Translator: Sereisa 


